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Abstract—Commit messages summarize code changes and help developers understand the intention. To alleviate human efforts in writing commit messages, researchers have proposed various automated commit message generation techniques, among which learning-based techniques have achieved great success in recent years. However, existing evaluation on learning-based commit message generation relies on the automatic metrics (e.g., BLEU) widely used in natural language processing (NLP) tasks, which are aggregated scores calculated based on the similarity between generated commit messages and the ground truth. Therefore, it remains unclear what generated commit messages look like and what kind of commit messages could be precisely generated by existing learning-based techniques.

To fill this knowledge gap, this work performs the first study to systematically investigate the detailed commit messages generated by learning-based techniques. In particular, we first investigate the frequent patterns of the commit messages generated by state-of-the-art learning-based techniques. Surprisingly, we find the majority (90%) of their generated commit messages belong to simple patterns (i.e., addition/removal/fix/avoidance patterns). To further explore the reasons, we then study the impact of datasets, input representations, and model components. We surprisingly find that existing learning-based techniques have competitive performance even when the inputs are only represented by change marks (i.e., “+”/“-”/“*”/“*”), It indicates that existing learning-based techniques poorly utilize syntax and semantics in the code while mostly focusing on change marks, which could be the major reason for generating so many pattern-matching commit messages. We also find that the pattern ratio in the training set might also positively affect the pattern ratio of generated commit messages; and model components might have different impact on the pattern ratio.

Index Terms—Commit Message Generation, Deep Learning, Pattern-based

I. INTRODUCTION

When developers submit code changes in version control systems, they are supposed to attach a commit message to summarize their submitted code changes. Commit messages are written in natural language and indicate what is changed and why changes happen. Commit messages are of vital importance for software maintenance, because developers often read commit messages to understand the implementation rationale and code semantics. In addition, many important software engineering tasks such as automated release-note generation [1], [2] and identification of bug-introducing commits [3], [4] rely on high-quality commit messages.

However, it is laborious to write high-quality commit messages to summarize code changes. With the rapid iteration of the software, writing commit messages burdens developers. Thus, there are often low-quality commit messages or empty commit messages. Prior work shows that around 14% of commit messages in more than 23K open-source Java projects are completely empty [5].

Given the importance of commit messages and the required manual effort in writing them, researchers have proposed various automatic commit message generation techniques, including rule-based [6]–[8], information retrieval-based [9]–[11] and learning-based [12]–[16] techniques. With the development of deep learning models, especially in NLP domain, learning-based commit message generation techniques have achieved substantial improvements. Although there are many learning-based techniques, most of them are evaluated with NLP metrics (e.g., BLEU). Since these NLP metrics can only measure the overall performance by aggregated scores, it still remains unclear what the generated commit messages look like and what kind of commit messages could be precisely generated by existing learning-based techniques.

In this work, we perform the first study to systematically investigate the detailed commit messages generated by learning-based techniques. In particular, we first distill the frequent patterns of the commit messages generated by state-of-the-art learning-based techniques in a semi-auto way. We leverage sequential pattern mining algorithm to automatically mine raw frequent patterns in the generated commit messages, based on which we further manually summarize frequent patterns. Typically, the frequent patterns are often of simple format, e.g., the format of Addition Pattern is “Add missing ... for/to ...”, and a real case is “Add missing null check to should-Backup method”. Compared with NLP metrics, we believe that patterns could reflect more details (e.g., what is changed and why) of the generated commit messages. Therefore, in the first research question, we statistically investigate what generated commit messages look like via the lense of patterns.

• RQ1: What kind of commit messages could be generated by existing learning-based techniques?

*A frequent pattern is a subsequence which frequently appears among a given corpus.
The main finding for RQ1 is as follows.

Findings of RQ1: The majority (i.e., 90%) of commit messages generated by learning-based techniques belong to simple patterns, and the ratio is much higher than that in ground truth (50%). Interestingly, although achieving not bad performance regarding NLP metrics, the majority of commit messages generated by learning-based techniques belong to simple patterns, such as removal (e.g., “Remove unused ...”) and fix patterns (e.g., “Add ... to ...”). In addition, we also find that learning-based techniques have a bias towards generating commit messages of short length (4.5 tokens on average), indicating that they still have limited performance on generating flexible/complex commit messages.

To further figure out the reasons for such a high ratio of pattern-matching commit messages, we then systematically study the impact of datasets, input representations, and model components on the effectiveness of existing learning-based techniques by the following research questions. Different from existing work, which evaluates commit message generation techniques with NLP metrics, our focus on the effectiveness is mainly related to the pattern of generated commit messages.

• RQ2/3/4: How do datasets, input representations, and model components affect the effectiveness of learning-based commit message generation techniques?

The main findings of each RQ are as follows.

Findings of RQ2: The ratio of commit messages fitting with patterns in the generated commit messages is positively associated with the ratio in the training set. The relatively high ratio of patterns in the training set might be one reason for the exorbitantly high ratio in the generated commit messages. Besides, even when increasing the ratio of non-patterns in the training set, the quality of generated non-pattern commit messages remains broadly unchanged, indicating that non-pattern data are challenging for models to learn.

Findings of RQ3: Existing learning-based techniques have competitive performance even when the inputs are only represented by change marks (i.e., “+”/”−”/” ”). Change marks refer to the character leading each line in the code changes, including “+”/”−”/” ”, which means that in the new version this line is added/removed/unchanged compared to the old version. This finding implies that existing techniques mainly utilize marks for commit message generation and fail to capture the syntax and semantics of input code, which could be the major reason why they could only generate commit message of simple patterns.

Findings of RQ4: Model components have different influence on the ratio of pattern-matching commit messages. Moreover, models pay more attention to tokens with changed marks (i.e., “+” and “−”) than unchanged marks (i.e., “ ”).

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.

• A novel perspective on pattern to evaluate generated commit messages. Compared to NLP metrics, patterns could show the detailed distribution and structures of messages.

• A comprehensive evaluation on the commit message generation techniques regarding both newly-proposed pattern metrics and traditional NLP metrics.

(3) A deep exploration on the factors relevant to the high ratio of patterns, including datasets, input representations, and model components.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Commit Message Generation Techniques

Existing commit message generation techniques include rule-based [6]–[8], information retrieval-based [9]–[11] and learning-based [12]–[16] techniques. Rule-based techniques use pre-defined rules, whose generated commit messages are often verbose and become less effective when code changes do not fit any rules. Information retrieval-based techniques select the commit messages whose code changes are similar to the query one from the database, and would be less effective when there is no similar code changes in the database. With the recent development of deep learning, learning-based techniques have achieved great improvement. Learning-based techniques regard commit message generation as a translation task and leverage models with encoder-decoder architectures. Table I shows five state-of-the-art learning-based techniques, which are also the studied techniques in this study. The second column presents the encoder-decoder architecture adopted in each technique, and the last three columns present whether each technique incorporates attention, copy, and anonymization mechanisms. In particular, (1) attention mechanism [17], [18] makes the decoder focus on most valuable input tokens when generating each output token; (2) copy mechanism [9], [20] copies tokens from code changes to address the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) problem [20], [21]; (3) anonymization mechanism [14] replaces identifiers in code changes with placeholders, which can reduce the vocabulary size and solve the OOV problem when new identifiers appear.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Techniques</th>
<th>Encoder-Decoder Architecture</th>
<th>Attention Mechanism</th>
<th>Copy Mechanism</th>
<th>Anonymization Mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMT [12]</td>
<td>GRU-GRU</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoetGN [13]</td>
<td>GRU-GRU</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODIS [14]</td>
<td>GRU-GRU</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoreGen [15]</td>
<td>Transformer-Transformer</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRA [16]</td>
<td>GNN-Transformer</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
<td>☑</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Existing Metrics on Commit Message Generation

Existing techniques [12]–[16] evaluate the generated commit messages with the NLP metrics BLEU, ROUGE-L, and METEOR, which actually calculate the similarity between generated commit messages and the ground truth.

BLEU [22] measures the precision of the generated sequence, which is the average of the modified n-gram precision (i.e., 1-gram, 2-grams, 3-grams and 4-grams for BLEU-4). The modified n-gram precision refers to the ratio of matched n-grams to the n-grams in the generated sequence.

ROUGE-L [23] is a F-score based on the longest common sub-sequences (LCS) between two sequences. A longer LCS indicates a higher similarity between two sentences.
**METEOR** [24] is a F-score of 1-gram precision and 1-gram recall between the generated sequence and the ground truth, with a penalty when the order of matched tokens is wrong. Although widely used, all these metrics are aggregated scores, and thus cannot reflect the detailed distribution and structures of generated commit messages. Therefore, besides the metrics, in this work, we propose a novel perspective, i.e., pattern, to evaluate generated commit messages.

C. Existing Studies on Commit Message Generation

There are some existing studies on commit message generation. Tao et al. [25] evaluate existing commit message generation techniques with different BLEU metrics and find different results between different BLEU variants. Tian et al. [26] define a standard for “good” commit messages by manually investigating real-world commit messages. Different from existing studies, our work proposes a novel perspective, i.e., pattern, to study the details and distribution of commit messages generated by learning-based techniques.

III. PATTERN

A. Definition

**Definition III.1 (Pattern).** A pattern is a frequent subsequence of commit messages.

**Definition III.2 (Pattern Ratio).** Pattern ratio is the ratio of commit messages fitting with patterns to all commit messages.

**Definition III.3 (Pattern Message and Non-Pattern Message).** A pattern message is a commit message fitting with a certain pattern, while a non-pattern message is a commit message which cannot fit with any pattern.

**Definition III.4 (Pattern Group and Non-Pattern Group).** Pattern group refers to the group of code changes whose ground truth commit messages fit with a certain pattern, while non-pattern group refers to the group of code changes whose ground truth commit messages do not fit with any pattern.

In this work, we mainly investigate the distribution and structures of generated commit messages through the lense of pattern (i.e., frequent sequences in generated messages).

B. Pattern Collection

Our pattern collection includes two phases: pattern mining and pattern merging. In the mining phase, we leverage MaxSP [27] to mine raw frequent patterns from the commit messages generated by all studied learning-based techniques. MaxSP is a sequential pattern mining algorithm, which keeps the longest sequence among sequences with containment relationship. In particular, we use the implementation of MaxSP provided by the widely-used data mining library SPMF [28]. In total, we mine 28 raw patterns from commit messages generated by all studied techniques. In the merging step, we iteratively merge the similar patterns to obtain more general patterns. In particular, we abstract the concrete nouns used in the same position, e.g., we merge patterns “Fix typo in ...”, “Fix bug in ...” and “Fix npe in ...” into a new pattern “Fix ... in ...”. In addition, we merge finite alternative patterns into one pattern with “|”, e.g., we merge patterns “Add ... to ...” and “Add ... for ...” to a new pattern “Add ... to/for ...”. Besides, we enclose the optional contents in patterns with “[]”, e.g., we merge patterns “Add ...” and “Add missing ...” to a new pattern “Add [missing] ...”. For space limits, the complete merging process is in our replication package. To alleviate the threat from manual pattern merging, the first two authors independently merge patterns and an experienced colleague will be involved if they have discrepancies.

C. Our Patterns

In this way, we obtain four merged patterns and we then introduce their details as follows.

1. **Addition Pattern.** The format is “Add [missing] ... [for/to ...]”. The pattern is often related to the commit message where the commit adds certain element. For example, the message “Add missing nullcheck” fits with the Addition Pattern. In particular, Addition Pattern consists of six sub-patterns, including (1) “Add missing ... for ...”, (2) “Add missing ... to ...”, (3) “Add ... for ...”, (4) “Add ... to ...”, (5) “Add missing ...”, and (6) “Add ...”. These sub-patterns are ranked from complex to simple ones, thus they are mutually-exclusive. For example, a commit message fitting with the first sub-pattern would not further be considered as fitting with the following sub-patterns. Note that, the last sub-pattern “Add ...” is actually not very general and does not broadly include many long/complex messages. In fact, most of the generated commit messages fitting with this sub-pattern follow a short format “Add” + “determiner (e.g., a/some)” + “noun” (e.g., comment/javadoc) or “Add” + “identifier” + “noun” (e.g., method/constructor), and their average length is short (i.e., 3.33 tokens).

2. **Removal Pattern.** The format is “Remove unused/unnecessary ...”. The pattern is often related to the commit message where the commit removes redundant elements (e.g., code, imports, and methods) in code changes. For example, “Remove unused member”. Removal Pattern consists of 2 sub-patterns, (1) “Remove unused ...”, and (2) “Remove unnecessary ...”.

3. **Fix Pattern.** The format is “Fix ... [in|when ...]”. The pattern is often related to the commit message where the commit fixes some bugs. For example, “Fix a buffer leak”. Fix Pattern consists of 3 sub-patterns, (1) “Fix ... in ...”, (2) “Fix ... when ...”, and (3) “Fix ...”.

4. **Avoidance Pattern.** The format is “Don’t|do not ... [if ...]”. The commit message fitting with this pattern states not to do some wrong behavior. Fig. 1 shows an example. Avoidance Pattern consists of 4 sub-patterns, (1) “Don’t ... if ...”, (2) “Do not ... if ...”, (3) “Don’t ...”, and (4) “Do not ...”.

IV. STUDY DESIGN

NLP metrics measure the overall performance with aggregated scores and hide the details of what generated commit messages look like. Therefore, we first conduct a comprehensive evaluation of existing techniques from not only NLP
metrics but also patterns, to reflect both overall and concrete performance of generated commit messages (RQ1).

According to the results of RQ1, we surprisingly find that the majority of commit messages generated by existing techniques belong to some patterns, which have simple formats. Next, we explore the potential reasons for the huge increase of pattern ratio between the ground truth and generated commit messages. For a deep learning technique, dataset and model are two primary components, which may affect the final performance. In the commit message generation task, besides them, how to represent code change is another important factor. Therefore, we will explore the influence of the three factors, dataset, input representation, and model components, on the performance of the learning-based techniques, especially on the ratio of patterns (i.e., reflected by RQ2/3/4).

A. Dataset

We adopt a well-established benchmark [14], [29], widely-used in existing commit message generation [9], [10], [12]–[16]. This benchmark is collected from the top 1,000 popular Java projects in GitHub, excluding the rollback and merge commits and extracting the first line from the messages [29]. The commit messages are evenly distributed in these projects and no projects concentrate the majority of the messages. Code changes not occurring in .java files and duplicated code changes are removed [14]. Finally, the dataset contains 90,661 code change and commit message pairs. Following all the existing work [12]–[16] and common practice in deep learning, we randomly split the dataset into training/validation/testing sets by an approximate ratio of 8:1:1. To reduce the influence resulting from random split, we randomly split the dataset five times with the same ratio, and compute the average results. The results of five splits are similar, e.g., the average standard deviation of Table II is only 0.30.

B. Threats to Validity

Threats to internal validity lie in the obtainment of patterns and implementation of studied techniques. To alleviate the former threat, we adopt the implementation of pattern mining algorithm provided by the widely-used [28] library SPMF. To alleviate the latter threat, we reuse the replication package of a learning-based technique if it is available and executable [15], [16], and re-implement it strictly following the paper if not. Moreover, we get similar results on these techniques as previous work [25], indicating the correctness of the re-implementation. Threats to external validity lie in the dataset, which may affect the generalization of our findings. To alleviate these threats, we adopted the widely-used benchmark. In our future, we will conduct more experiments on projects in other programming languages. Threats to construct validity lie in the metrics used to measure the performance of the techniques. To alleviate this threat, besides the widely used NLP metrics, we also propose a new perspective, i.e., pattern, to show the detailed distribution and structures of messages.

V. RQ1: PATTERN RATIO

In this section, we comprehensively revisit existing techniques with both NLP metrics and patterns. In particular, this section explores three sub-questions. (1) RQ1.a: how do the patterns of generated commit messages distribute? (2) RQ1.b: how do the pattern length and pattern ratio affect the pattern distribution? (3) RQ1.c: how do models perform for pattern and non-pattern group? Since RQ1.a shows the pattern ratios in the generated messages are very high and they vary among different patterns, we further investigate the influential factors (e.g., length and ratio) in RQ1.b and the model performance on pattern and non-pattern messages in RQ1.c.

A. Procedure

The common process of a deep learning application is training models on the training set and testing models on the testing set. Since models have seen the right answers during training, models are supposed to achieve a similar distribution to the ground truth if being tested on the training set. To verify how well models learn the training set, we test models not only on the testing set, but also on the training set in RQ1. Following previous works [9], [10], [12]–[16], we first evaluate generated commit messages on NLP metrics. In addition, we compute the pattern ratio of commit messages generated by each model and the pattern ratio of ground truth commit messages. When judging whether one commit message belongs to a pattern, we leverage regular expression matching. Next, to compare the performance of models on generating pattern messages and non-pattern messages, we compute NLP metrics for the commit messages generated for code changes in pattern group and non-pattern group. Moreover, we explore the relationship between metrics and pattern ratios. We select the generated commit messages whose BLEU is higher than a certain threshold (which is from 0 to 100 with the interval of 10) and compute their pattern ratios.

B. Results and Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>NMT</th>
<th>PtGn</th>
<th>CODIS</th>
<th>CoreGen</th>
<th>FIRA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Set BLEU</td>
<td>16.94</td>
<td>17.41</td>
<td>18.03</td>
<td>17.17</td>
<td>18.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUGE-L</td>
<td>20.41</td>
<td>21.17</td>
<td>21.81</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>22.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOR</td>
<td>13.34</td>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>14.69</td>
<td>16.30</td>
<td>16.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUGE-L</td>
<td>17.31</td>
<td>19.82</td>
<td>19.84</td>
<td>17.31</td>
<td>21.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METEOR</td>
<td>10.91</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>13.08</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td>14.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) RQ1.a-Pattern Ratio Distribution: Table II presents the quality of the commit messages generated by each technique.
for both the training and testing set. From the table, FIRA achieves the best performance on the testing set on all metrics, which is consistent with the conclusions of existing work [16]. CoreGen performs competitively on the training set, but poorly on the testing set, indicating that CoreGen has a poor generalization ability, which is neglected by previous work [15].

**TABLE III: Pattern ratios of various techniques**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
<th>NMT</th>
<th>PtGNC</th>
<th>CODIS</th>
<th>CoreGen</th>
<th>FIRA</th>
<th>Average Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Training Set</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Patterns</td>
<td>46.60</td>
<td>88.89</td>
<td>86.36</td>
<td>88.29</td>
<td>88.78</td>
<td>85.43</td>
<td>40.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition Removal</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>11.07</td>
<td>12.91</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>8.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fix Avoidance</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Testing Set</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Patterns</td>
<td>46.64</td>
<td>89.75</td>
<td>86.94</td>
<td>89.65</td>
<td>90.04</td>
<td>85.62</td>
<td>41.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition Removal</td>
<td>15.36</td>
<td>19.05</td>
<td>22.81</td>
<td>22.66</td>
<td>21.15</td>
<td>21.48</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fix Avoidance</td>
<td>23.91</td>
<td>52.05</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td>47.78</td>
<td>56.45</td>
<td>47.02</td>
<td>26.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Patterns</td>
<td>46.60</td>
<td>88.89</td>
<td>86.36</td>
<td>88.29</td>
<td>88.78</td>
<td>85.43</td>
<td>40.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition Removal</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>11.07</td>
<td>12.91</td>
<td>9.26</td>
<td>10.66</td>
<td>8.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fix Avoidance</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>5.81</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III presents the ratio of commit messages fitting with the patterns. Row “All Patterns” presents the total ratio of all patterns in the ground truth and generated commit messages, while the other rows present the ratio of single pattern. We compute the increase of pattern ratio between the ground truth and generated commit messages, and column “Average Increase” presents the average increase of all techniques. From the first rows of the two datasets, for all techniques, most generated commit messages fit with patterns on both the training set and the testing set. For example, the total pattern ratio of CODIS on the testing set is 89.65%. The pattern ratios in the generated commit messages are much higher than the pattern ratios in the ground truth, and the average increase is 40.95% and 41.77% on the training set and the testing set respectively. We also have similar findings on sub-patterns, i.e., the ratio of sub-patterns in generated commit messages is generally higher than the ratio in the ground truth. Through the lenses of patterns, we discover the problem that NLP metrics cannot discover. Although achieving not bad performance regarding NLP metrics, the majority (90%) of generated commit messages fit with a few simple patterns. That is, they have the limited capacity on generating flexible commit messages. Considering the huge increase of pattern ratio between ground truth and generated commit messages, many generated commit messages fitting with patterns are wrong and they should belong to non-pattern. Here we illustrate this finding through a real case in Fig. 2. In this case, developers trim the MVEL scripts before compiling them. The ground truth accurately describes this behavior, which does not fit with any pattern (i.e., non-pattern message). However, all the studied techniques generate the message belonging to Fix Pattern, which is too general and contains useless information.

**Finding 1:** For all the learning-based techniques, the majority (i.e., 90%) of generated commit messages belong to simple patterns, and the ratio is much higher than that in ground truth (i.e., 50%).

The huge increase of pattern ratio between ground truth and generated messages is especially surprising for the training set, because models have seen the “correct answers” of the code changes of the training set during training. This indicates that models cannot memorize the distribution of the training set, and non-pattern data is challenging for models to learn.

**Finding 2:** The huge increase of pattern ratio between generated and ground truth commit messages is especially surprising for the training set because models have seen the “correct answers” of the training set, indicating that non-pattern data is challenging for models to learn and generate correct commit messages.

**Finding 2**

2) RQ1.b-Influence of Number and Length on Ratio of each Pattern: To explore the relationship between the ratio of a pattern in generated commit messages and the lengths of commit messages belonging to this pattern in the training set, we show the box plot of length distribution of ground truth and generated commit messages on the training set in Fig. 3. It contains two subfigures. The left and right are the ground truth and generated commit messages. Each subfigure contains several groups of data, e.g., “All Data” is the group of training data, “All Patterns” is the group of data fitting with any pattern, Addition Pattern is the group of data fitting with Addition Pattern. The vertical axis refers to the length distribution.
From the last column of Table III, the ratio of each pattern all increases between ground truth and generated commit messages, but the increase differs a lot among each specific pattern. One possible factor for different increases might be the length of commit messages of different patterns. Comparing Removal Pattern with Avoidance Pattern, they have similar pattern ratios in the training set which are the lowest among all patterns (i.e., 3.11% and 4.11% in the first column of Table III), but Removal Pattern messages are generally shorter than Avoidance Pattern messages, according to the left part of Fig. 3. As a result, the increase of pattern ratio of Removal Pattern is higher than Avoidance Pattern (i.e., 8.37% vs 0.98% in the last column of Table III). This indicates that shorter length of certain pattern will result in higher increase of that pattern. The reason might be that shorter commit messages are easier to learn and make the model tend to generate more commit messages of that pattern. Another influence factor is the pattern ratio in the training set. Comparing Fix Pattern with Addition Pattern, they have similar length distribution, but the pattern ratio of Fix Pattern is higher in the training set (i.e., 23.88% vs 15.50% ). As a result, the increase of pattern ratio of Fix Pattern is higher than Addition Pattern (i.e., 26.35% vs 6.07% ). This indicates that higher ratio of certain pattern in the training set will result in higher increase of that pattern. The reason might be that higher ratio of certain pattern provides more data for models to learn and make them tend to generate messages of that pattern.

**Finding 3:** The increase of pattern ratio between generated and ground truth messages of different patterns differs a lot. The larger number and shorter length of messages fitting with one pattern in the training set contribute to the higher ratio of that pattern in the generated messages.

Then, comparing the two parts of Fig. 3, the generated commit messages are generally shorter than the ground truth on both all data and each pattern. For example, the decrease of first quartile, median, and third quartile of lengths of all data are 1, 2, and 4. In particular, the average length of all generated messages is less than 5. This indicates that models tend to generate short commit messages. Combining with Finding 1, the majority of generated commit messages are short and belong to simple patterns. Existing techniques have the limited capacity on generating flexible and complex commit messages.

**Finding 4:** Generated commit messages are shorter than the ground truth ones. Existing models mostly generate simple messages with short length and simple patterns, and have the limited capacity on generating flexible and complex ones.

3) **RQ1.c- Performance for Pattern and Non-Pattern Group:** Table IV presents the quality of commit messages generated for the code changes in pattern group and non-pattern group. From the table, the NLP metrics for pattern group are generally higher than non-pattern group for all techniques, and more than twice. The higher NLP metrics indicate that models perform better on pattern group than non-pattern group. In other words, the performance of existing techniques is mainly contributed by pattern group and they have a poor capacity on generating commit messages for non-pattern group.

**Finding 5:** The NLP metrics for pattern group are much higher than the metrics for non-pattern group, which indicates that models have a better capacity on generating pattern messages than generating non-pattern messages.

![Fig. 4: The change of pattern ratio with the increase of BLEU threshold.](image)

When the BLEU threshold is relatively low, the pattern ratio decreases with the increase of BLEU. This is because compared with non-pattern messages, more pattern messages have low BLEU and are filtered out. Many generated commit messages fitting with patterns are wrong and they should belong to non-pattern. These wrong pattern messages differ a lot from the ground truth and have rather low BLEU. If the BLEU threshold increases, wrong pattern messages with low-quality will be filtered out. When the threshold increases from 0 to where pattern ratio is lowest, in the commit messages...
which are filtered out, on average, 45% are predicted as pattern messages but they should belong to non-pattern, and only 3% are predicted as non-pattern messages but they should belong to certain pattern. More pattern messages are wrongly predicted and filtered out than non-pattern messages, so the pattern ratio decreases.

When the BLEU threshold is relatively high, the pattern ratio increases with the increase of BLEU. When increasing the BLEU threshold continuously, the quality of remaining messages is increasingly higher. According to Finding 5, models perform better on generating commit messages fitting with pattern than non-pattern. Therefore, with the further increase of BLEU, the ratio of pattern messages will increase.

Finding 6: When increasing the BLEU threshold, the pattern ratio decreases first and then increases. The reason for the decrease is that the wrongly-generated pattern messages with low quality are filtered out, while the reason for the increase is that models perform better on generating pattern messages.

VI. RQ2: DATASET

In this section, we explore the influence of the pattern ratio in datasets by two sub-questions. (1) RQ2.a: how does the pattern ratio in the training set influence the pattern ratio in the generated commit messages? (2) RQ2.b: how does the pattern ratio in the training set influence the model performance on pattern group and non-pattern group? These two sub-questions investigate the impact of the pattern ratio in the training set by two aspects.

A. Procedure

To explore the relationship between pattern ratio in generated commit messages and the training set, we reduce the pattern ratio in the training set and retrain the model with the modified training set. The reduction procedure is as follows. We divide the training set into \( n+1 \) groups, including \( n \) groups whose commit messages belong to \( n \) pre-defined patterns in Section III and one group containing non-pattern data. We reduce the number of data belonging to \( n \) patterns and increase the number of non-pattern data to keep the total number of data unchanged. In particular, we randomly reduce the number of each pattern by 10% to 90% and the interval is 10%. In addition, we randomly select non-pattern data with the number of removed pattern data to keep the total number unchanged. We retrain models using the modified training set and test the retrained models using the original testing set.

B. Results and Analysis

1) RQ2.a-Influence of Pattern Ratio in the Training Set: Fig. 5 presents the change of pattern ratio in the generated commit messages with the decrease of pattern ratio in the training set. The horizontal axis refers to the decrease ratio of pattern messages in the training set and the vertical axis refers to the pattern ratio in the generated commit messages. From this figure, with the decrease of patterns in the training set, the pattern ratio in the generated commit messages decreases continuously. This indicates that the pattern ratio in the generated commit messages is positively associated with the pattern ratio in the training set, and models are inclined to generating commit messages which appear frequently in the training set.

Finding 7: With the decrease of pattern ratio in the training set, the pattern ratio in generated commit messages decreases continuously. The pattern ratio in generated commit messages is positively associated with the ratio in the training set.

Fig. 5: The change of pattern ratio in the generated commit messages with the decrease of pattern ratio in the training set.

2) RQ2.b-Change of Performance on Different Groups: Fig. 6 presents the change of BLEU for different groups with the decrease of pattern ratio in the training set. Besides the total commit messages, we also show the results of commit messages generated for code changes of pattern group and non-pattern group to see the influence of pattern ratio on different groups. From this figure, with the decrease of pattern ratio in the training set, the BLEU of total generated commit messages decreases continuously. In addition, the BLEU for pattern group decreases and BLEU for non-pattern group remains almost unchanged. Therefore, the decrease of BLEU for total commit messages results from the decrease of BLEU for pattern group.

Finding 8: With the decrease of pattern ratio in the training set, the pattern ratio in generated commit messages decreases continuously. The pattern ratio in generated commit messages is positively associated with the ratio in the training set.
for pattern group. The reason is that, with the decrease of pattern ratio in the training set, pattern data become gradually insufficient for models to learn. The capacity of models on generating pattern messages decreases and the quality of generated commit messages decreases.

On the other hand, although we increase the ratio of non-pattern data in the training set and correspondingly the ratio of non-pattern messages in the generated messages increases, the quality of non-pattern messages does not improve and their BLEU is always lower than BLEU of pattern messages. In other words, the high ratio of pattern messages is not the reason for the poor quality of non-pattern messages and non-pattern data are inherently challenging for models to learn.

**Finding 8:** With the decrease of pattern ratio in the training set, the BLEU of generated commit messages decreases. The decrease results from the BLEU decrease of pattern group, while the BLEU of non-pattern group remains almost unchanged, which indicates that non-pattern data are inherently challenging for models to learn.

### VII. RQ3: Input Representation

In this section, we explore the influence of input code change representation by two sub-questions. (1) **RQ3.a:** how do the models perform with only change marks? (2) **RQ3.b:** how do the models perform for pattern and non-pattern groups with only change marks? These two sub-questions investigate the overall performance and separate performance when input code changes are represented with only change marks.

#### A. Procedure

In code changes, each line starts with a change mark, i.e., “+”, “-” and “ ”, indicating the line is added, deleted or unchanged. Code changes consist of two types of tokens, code text tokens and change mark tokens. For example, given a code change, “- a = 0; + a = 1;”, code text tokens are “a”, “=”, “0”, “;”, “+”, “a”, “=”, “1”, “;” and mark tokens are “-”, “+”. We propose a simplified representation which replaces each token in code changes with the corresponding mark, called mark representation. Mark representation contains only change information of code changes, not concrete code text information. In the previous example, the mark representation is “- - + + + + ”. To explore the impact of input representation, we train a model with mark&code representation (default), and only mark representation respectively, and compare their performance.

#### B. Results and Analysis

1) **RQ3.a-Competitive Performance with Only Mark Representation:** Table V presents the results of each technique trained by the dataset with different input representation. Row “Code&Mark” presents the results when using code&mark representation (i.e., the default setting), while Row “Only Mark” presents the results using only mark representation.

From the table, the performance of using only mark representation is close to using code&mark representation. For example, the BLEU of FIRA using mark and code&mark representation are 15.42 and 17.48, respectively. FIRA with only mark representation even outperforms NMT and CoreGen with code&mark representation. We further remove marks from code&mark representation and reserve only code text in implementing a variant of each technique, and find that this variant achieves poorer performance than the corresponding technique using only mark representation. That is, using only mark representation can achieve competitive performance and the code text of code changes brings limited gain to the performance. This is surprising because mark representation is a very summarized representation including only three symbols (i.e., “+”, “-”, and “ ”), and has no syntax or semantics.

### TABLE V: Results of models when using various input representation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>BLEU</th>
<th>ROUGE-L</th>
<th>METEOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>14.63</td>
<td>17.31</td>
<td>10.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Mark</td>
<td>12.80</td>
<td>15.49</td>
<td>8.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerGN</td>
<td>16.36</td>
<td>19.82</td>
<td>13.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Mark</td>
<td>13.17</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>9.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODIS</td>
<td>16.57</td>
<td>19.84</td>
<td>13.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Mark</td>
<td>14.24</td>
<td>16.46</td>
<td>10.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoreGen</td>
<td>13.53</td>
<td>17.31</td>
<td>11.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Mark</td>
<td>10.28</td>
<td>13.35</td>
<td>8.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRA</td>
<td>17.48</td>
<td>21.19</td>
<td>14.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Mark</td>
<td>15.42</td>
<td>18.07</td>
<td>11.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE VI: Ratio of each pattern with different mark types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mark Type</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Removal</th>
<th>Fix</th>
<th>Avoidance</th>
<th>Non-Pattern</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground Truth</td>
<td>39.14</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>13.78</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>43.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code&amp;Mark</td>
<td>60.24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.12</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>8.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Mark</td>
<td>80.91</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.47</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Truth</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>24.01</td>
<td>10.21</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>62.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code&amp;Mark</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>68.70</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>27.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Mark</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>88.62</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>11.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground Truth</td>
<td>9.51</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>29.93</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>54.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code&amp;Mark</td>
<td>11.60</td>
<td>8.34</td>
<td>61.37</td>
<td>6.24</td>
<td>12.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only Mark</td>
<td>9.17</td>
<td>11.44</td>
<td>74.75</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next, we present pattern ratios with different mark types to further explore the impact of marks. We divide the code changes into three groups according to the mark type, including (1) “+”&“ ”, (2) “-”&“ ”, and (3) “+”&“-”&“-”. For the code changes of each mark type, we present the ratio of each pattern in corresponding commit messages in Table VI. The row “Ground Truth” presents the pattern ratios in the ground truth; the rows “Code&Mark” and “Only Mark” present the pattern ratios when using code&mark representation and only mark representation, respectively. Each column represents the results in different patterns and non-pattern.

From this table, for the code changes of each mark type, in the corresponding ground truth commit messages, non-pattern occupies the highest ratio (50%). Besides non-pattern, for each mark type, there exists one pattern with the highest ratio, and we call it mark-related pattern. The mark-related pattern
has strong correlation with the mark type, e.g., for the mark type with “+”&“-” marks, Addition Pattern is the mark-related pattern (ratio is 39.14%). This observation is expected because code changes with only “+” and “-” marks usually result from developers’ intention on adding something. Similarly, the mark-related patterns of mark type “-”&“-” and “+”&“-”&“-” are Removal Pattern and Fix Pattern, respectively. As the mark-related pattern has strong correlation with marks, with only marks, models tend to generate correct commit messages belonging to that pattern. However, for each mark type, non-pattern occupies the highest ratio, so many non-pattern data share similar mark sequences to the mark-related pattern data, which indicates that marks alone may not be sufficient for correct commit message generation for non-pattern data. In other words, besides code change marks, models need to capture the semantics and syntax of code text to generate commit messages of non-pattern. On the other hand, models generate much higher ratio of commit messages fitting with the mark-related pattern, and much lower ratio of non-pattern, indicating many generated commit messages of mark-related patterns are wrong and they should belong to non-pattern. To sum up, we hypothesize that the existing techniques mainly leverage marks in message generation, instead of capturing the semantics and syntax of code text, and thus most generated commit messages belong to simple patterns.

For each mark type, the quality of commit messages generated for code changes whose ground truths belong to the mark-related pattern is much better than non-pattern. For example, for the mark type “+”&“-”, BLEU for Addition Pattern and non-pattern are 25.82 and 7.90, respectively. Moreover, in the cases whose BLEU exceeds 50, Addition Pattern and non-pattern occupy 86.06% and 8.53% respectively, indicating that models can mainly deal with the cases where commit messages have strong correlation with change marks. When using only mark representation, these cases can also be solved. With only mark representation, BLEU on Addition Pattern is 23.25, similar to code&mark. Therefore, only mark representation can achieve similar performance to code&mark representation.

**Finding 9:** Models fail to capture the syntax and semantics of input code and mainly leverage marks to generate commit messages, so they generate high ratio of pattern messages and have competitive performance even when the inputs are only represented by change marks.

2) **RQ4.b-Performance for Pattern and Non-Pattern Group:** Table VII presents the NLP metrics of the commit messages generated for the code changes in pattern group and non-pattern group, when training models with various input representation. Rows “Code&Mark” and “Only Mark” show the results using code&mark and mark representation. The left part of each column is NLP metric values and the right (Decl) is the decrease ratio from code&mark representation. In this table, the decrease ratio from code&mark representation to mark representation for non-pattern group is higher than pattern group. For example, the decrease ratio of BLEU of CoreGen for non-pattern group and pattern group are 32% and 20% respectively. That is, without code text, models lose more performance on non-pattern group than pattern group. Mark representation contains limited information, which lacks syntax and semantics. However, non-pattern commit messages are of flexible formats, and more difficult to generate, so when using only mark representation, models have a poorer capacity on generating non-pattern commit messages.

**Finding 10:** Using only mark representation loses more performance on non-pattern group than pattern group. The limited information contained in mark is not sufficient for generating flexible and complex non-pattern messages.

### VIII. RQ4: MODEL COMPONENT

In this section, we explore the influence of model components by three sub-questions. (1) **RQ4.a:** how does the attention mechanism affect the effectiveness? (2) **RQ4.b:** how does the copy mechanism affect the effectiveness? (3) **RQ4.c:** how does the anonymization mechanism affect the effectiveness?

#### A. Procedure

As shown in Table I, the components of the studied models include attention, mechanism, and anonymization mechanism. To explore the impact of each component on the pattern ratios and NLP metrics, we compare the performance of the default model and its variants with different components removed. Note that CoreGen leverages the transformer [30] (whose attention cannot be removed) and has no other components, so we exclude CoreGen in this RQ.

#### B. Results and Analysis

Table VIII presents the quality of commit messages generated by each approach and their variants removing different components. Row “Original” presents the measurement results of commit messages generated by the model while the other
TABLE VIII: Results of models removing each component

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Original BLEU</th>
<th>Original ROUGE-L</th>
<th>Original METEOR</th>
<th>Pattern Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>14.63</td>
<td>17.31</td>
<td>10.91</td>
<td>89.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention mechanism</td>
<td>13.66</td>
<td>16.24</td>
<td>10.09</td>
<td>91.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PtGNCMsg</td>
<td>16.36</td>
<td>19.82</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>86.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention mechanism</td>
<td>15.81</td>
<td>18.81</td>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>88.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy mechanism</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>18.97</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>88.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODISUM</td>
<td>16.57</td>
<td>19.84</td>
<td>13.08</td>
<td>89.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention mechanism</td>
<td>15.93</td>
<td>18.88</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>93.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy mechanism</td>
<td>16.29</td>
<td>19.42</td>
<td>12.79</td>
<td>89.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymization</td>
<td>16.03</td>
<td>19.38</td>
<td>12.20</td>
<td>88.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRA</td>
<td>17.13</td>
<td>20.73</td>
<td>14.13</td>
<td>83.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy mechanism</td>
<td>17.19</td>
<td>21.31</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>84.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

rows represents the results of the model without that component. Column “Pattern Ratio” presents the ratio of commit messages fitting with the patterns to all generated messages.

1) RQ4.a-Attention Mechanism: From the table, the attention component influences the quality of commit messages. When the attention component is removed, all the NLP metric values decrease. In addition, the ratio of pattern-matching commit messages in the generated commit messages increases. One potential reason might be that without the attention mechanism, the capacity of models decreases and the models generate more commit messages with simple patterns.

To further explore the attention mechanism, we compute attention distribution, and show the results in Table IX. We get attention on each input token, which indicates to what extent the decoder concentrates on this token. Columns “Ratio of Number” refer to the ratio of the number of input tokens with changed/unchanged marks to the number of total tokens, while Columns “Attention Weights” refer to the attention weights of models on input tokens with changed/unchanged marks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Ratio of Number</th>
<th>Attention Weights</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Changed</td>
<td>Unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NMT</td>
<td>38.12</td>
<td>61.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PrGN</td>
<td>64.51</td>
<td>35.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CODISU</td>
<td>66.42</td>
<td>33.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2) RQ4.b-Copy Mechanism: The copy mechanism is effective for commit message generation. When a copy mechanism is removed from the model, all NLP metric values decrease. The metric values for both pattern group and non-pattern group decrease. In addition, when removing the copy mechanism, the pattern ratio decreases for most techniques.

3) RQ4.c-Anonymization Mechanism: After removing anonymization, due to the limitation of vocabulary size, many identifiers occurring less than the threshold are excluded from the vocabulary and replaced by ⟨unk⟩. Therefore, the model generates more ⟨unk⟩ in the commit messages and cannot generate identifiers correctly. From the table, after removing anonymization, all NLP metric values decrease, indicating that anonymization is beneficial for commit message generation. Without anonymization, the pattern ratio decreases.

Finding 11: When generating commit messages, the decoder pays more attention on changed tokens (i.e., “+” and “−”) than unchanged tokens, indicating that changed tokens are more important for capturing the intention behind code changes.

Finding 12: Model components have different influence on the ratio of pattern-matching commit messages, in пар-
IX. Discussion

In this section, we discuss our findings and implications. The majority of automatically generated commit messages belong to simple patterns (Finding 1-2). Finding 1 and Finding 2 show that both in the testing and training sets, the majority (i.e., 90%) of generated commit messages belong to simple patterns and such a ratio is much higher than that in the ground truth (i.e., 50%).

Based on the findings, we have the following implications. (1) Pattern-based metrics are necessary for evaluating commit message generation techniques. Our findings indicate a huge gap between evaluating existing techniques by NLP metrics and by patterns. Pattern-based metrics can capture the structural details of generated messages, which are missed by existing NLP metrics; while NLP metrics show the semantic similarity between generated messages and the ground truth. These two metrics are complementary; (2) A two-stage generation paradigm might be a potential direction. Since our findings indicate that models generate more messages of certain patterns, a potential direction is to generate commit messages in two stages: first generating an abstract and pattern-based representation, and then concretizing the intermediate patterns.

Existing techniques tend to generate commit messages with short length (Finding 3-4). Finding 3 and Finding 4 show that the generated commit messages are shorter than the ground truth ones and the pattern with shorter length is more inclined to be generated by the existing techniques.

These findings further imply that the existing models tend to generate simple messages with short length. One potential direction to address this limitation is to include some constraints during the future commit message generation, such as adding extra loss to the commit messages of short length and simple patterns during training, which could encourage the models to generate more flexible and longer commit messages.

Generating non-pattern commit messages should be an important future direction (Finding 5-8). Our findings (i.e., Finding 5 and Finding 6) further show that the performance of existing models is much better in generating pattern messages than non-pattern messages. In addition, Finding 7 and Finding 8 further show the non-pattern messages are inherently more challenging for models to learn, since increasing the ratio of non-patterns in the training set fails to improve the quality of generated non-pattern commit messages in the testing set.

These findings actually indicate that the overall “decent” performance of existing models is mainly contributed by their good performance in generating those pattern messages. In other words, generating non-pattern messages is currently a challenging bottleneck in existing techniques and is definitely an important future direction to explore.

Syntax and semantics in code changes should be better captured (Finding 9-12). Finding 9 and Finding 10 show that models have comparable performance even with input code changes only represented as change marks, while such an observation is more evident on pattern messages.

These findings actually imply that existing models fail to fully capture the syntax and semantics in code changes, especially when generating non-pattern messages. There are two potential directions to future better capture syntax and semantics in code changes: (1) Better code change representation. Finding 11 shows that changed tokens are more important for commit message generation while too many unchanged tokens are a disturbance for models to capture the syntax and semantics. Thus, the code change representation that reserves all changed tokens but a subset of important unchanged tokens (e.g., class names and method names), might help models to pay more attention to changed tokens; (2) Specific model design for code changes. Finding 12 indicates the components have different influence on the pattern ratio and are all relevant to the high pattern ratio. Given the current models are mainly adopted from the NLP domain, a more specific model design for code changes might help better capture the syntax and semantics, such as conducting the attention mechanism within changed tokens and unchanged tokens respectively and then merging them with different weights.

Implications for developers. In addition to the implications mentioned above for researchers, we briefly discuss our implications for developers. First, when developers are using existing automated commit message generation tools, our findings could suggest different user expectations on generating different commit messages. In particular, if developers need some commit messages of simple patterns, it is more feasible for them to trust and directly use these automated messages; but if they need something more flexible and more complicated, the automated messages might not be satisfactory. Second, when developers write commit messages during their development activities, our findings encourage them to present complex messages in a more structured and uniform format. This is because our findings show that commit messages of patterns are easier for models to learn and commit messages of non-pattern are more challenging, and these well-structured messages would also serve as high-quality training data for future learning-based techniques.

X. Conclusion

In this work, we conduct a comprehensive study on existing learning-based commit message generation techniques from a novel perspective pattern. We find that most generated commit messages (90%) belong to simple patterns, much more than the ground truth (50%). Inspired by this observation, we explore the reason for so many pattern messages by varying the dataset, input representation, and components of models.

XI. Data Availability

Our package is available at [31], which contains the dataset, commit messages, and scripts for reproduction.
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